
2022 Update from Leadership

GROWTH
Employee recruitment and retention continues to be a focal point for the firm as our people are central 
to the quality of the research we provide and the client service we deliver. One of our hallmarks is the 
stability and experience of our investment professionals and we remain committed to rewarding and 
celebrating the contributions of our employees through the expansion of employee ownership. We would 
like to announce that Marquette’s partners have elected to further expand our shareholder base with the 
addition of Lauren Cellucci and Aimee O’Connor, effective January 1st. Since joining Marquette, Lauren 
and Aimee have both made meaningful impacts on our firm and the clients they serve. They are team 
players and as any of their clients can attest, are wonderful to work with. With the addition of Lauren and 
Aimee, Marquette now has twenty-four partners; our consistent expansion of shareholders contributes to 
the continued stability of our independent and 100% employee-owned firm. 
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WE ARE BACK... KIND OF... WELCOME TO 2022! 
As we sit down to write this letter, it’s amazing how much has changed from a year ago, and yet how eerily 
similar some things remain. 2021 was widely predicted to be a year of re-opening and that proved largely 
accurate. Economic growth boomed, the markets produced strong returns, and portfolio values swelled 
as a result of the rally. Furthermore, many of our favorite pastimes returned; eating at restaurants, taking 
family vacations, and attending regular season Cubs games took on a unique sense of joy and excitement.

Despite the progress made from the year prior, 2021 left us partially unfulfilled, fatigued by the pandemic’s 
challenges. No sooner had the vaccine rollout provided hope that COVID might be banished to the history 
books than new variants took hold and cases began to rise again. Conferences and meetings scheduled 
for the fall were postponed or canceled — including our Symposium, for the second year in a row — and 
return to office plans were challenged. After a roller coaster of emotions, we are hopeful we will get back 
to something we can call normal in 2022.

If these last two years have taught us anything, it is the need to maintain an unwavering focus on long-term 
goals while adapting to challenges in the short run. The ever-changing financial market environment and 
evolving needs of our clients keep us focused on how we can stay ahead, stay relevant, and continuously 
reinvest in ourselves and the firm. With that in mind, we wanted to share some important updates and 
highlights as we look toward the future.

36th

year in business

420+
clients

120+
employees

24
full-time partners

11 years
average client tenure

Lauren Cellucci, CIMA® Aimee O’Connor, CFP®

 � 19 years of experience, with the firm since 2016
 � Certified Investment Management Analyst®

 � B.S. and M.B.A. from the University of Delaware
 � Member, Investments and Wealth Institute; CFA Institute; 
Women in Pensions Network; Women Investment 
Professionals, Chicago

 � Board of Trustees, Notre Dame of Maryland University
 � 2020 DCIIA Diversity & Inclusion Rising Star Award Nominee

 � 18 years of experience, with the firm since 2019
 � Certified Financial Planner™
 � B.A. from Loras College
 � Member, Northwestern University’s CFP® Advisory board 
and Certification Education Program faculty; Women 
Investment Professionals, Chicago

 � Member, Chairman’s Advisory Council at Big Shoulders 
Fund
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Over the past year our HR department worked tirelessly to hire a record 31 new investment 
professionals, sourcing top talent from across our industry. Many of these positions were created to 
accommodate our growth and continued need to build out our infrastructure.

ResearchResearch Client AnalystsClient Analysts OCIOOCIO DC ServicesDC Services

Josh Cabrera, CFAJosh Cabrera, CFA Morgan ChaseMorgan Chase Kevin McDonnell, CPA, RPAKevin McDonnell, CPA, RPA Matt Nowak, AIFMatt Nowak, AIF®®

Daniel KimDaniel Kim Mike SnooksMike Snooks Performance AnalystsPerformance Analysts

Nic SoleckiNic Solecki Mike Barry, CFAMike Barry, CFA Theresa SnarskiTheresa Snarski Julia SheehanJulia Sheehan

Colin GraemeColin Graeme Carter CoatesCarter Coates Andrea BlomquistAndrea Blomquist

SupportSupport Eva KasarovaEva Kasarova Zach Houston-ReadZach Houston-Read Joe RohalyJoe Rohaly

Mary DeppMary Depp Junnor ShinJunnor Shin Gia JoyceGia Joyce Marc MorrisonMarc Morrison

Kristine O’BrienKristine O’Brien Alberto RiveraAlberto Rivera Colin CheaneyColin Cheaney Ayo MeffulAyo Mefful

Matt MierzwaMatt Mierzwa Annie DasAnnie Das Jaclyn RachanskiJaclyn Rachanski Andrew TaylorAndrew Taylor

We have also made material salary and bonus adjustments to ensure we keep our best people and 
attract the best talent. Though Marquette has not been entirely immune to employee turnover, 
departures last year were primarily among junior employees finding new opportunities, both within 
our industry and as a result of changing career paths. We continue to have an incredibly stable 
consulting team and are excited about the growth and leadership many of our younger consultants 
have shown despite the challenges of the pandemic. 

CULTURE
One of the most common questions we get from clients, prospects, and asset managers is when 
and how we will return to the office. Currently, our staff is encouraged but not required to come 
into the office, with most employees choosing to work from home for some portion of the week. 
Our goal is to eventually move to a hybrid work environment, with employees working in the office 
three days a week. The investment consulting career path is grounded in real-world experience and 
industry knowledge — it is very much an apprenticeship business — and requires strong mentoring 
to be successful. To that end, Marquette has been providing lunch to employees that are in the 
office a few days a week to encourage our staff to come together and foster the collaboration and 
team building we all value. We also resumed company outings, volunteer events, and travel between 
offices. Marquette has always been a fun and rewarding place to work and we are committed to 
maintaining that culture, even in a hybrid work environment.

OCIO
Our OCIO business has been thriving under the leadership of Patrick McDowell. We now have an 
industry-leading, GIPS® compliant track record, 65 OCIO clients, and $13 billion of assets under 
management.1 We have invested considerable resources 
and added staff to steadily build out this service. One 
great example of the enhancements made to this 
business line is our new MATCH System, which institutes 
a multi-step, automated verification process to ensure 
that client trades are executed on time and accurately. 
We completed over 3,850 trades on behalf of our clients 
last year, and as our OCIO business continues to evolve 
we will continue to invest in new technology and systems.

65 
OCIO clients

$13B 
OCIO AUM

1 As of September 30, 2021. GIPS® is a registered trademark owned by CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant 
the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein.

38% Public

27% Nonprofit

15% Taft-Hartley

15% Private Client

5% Corporate

OCIO CLIENT BREAKDOWN BY 
QUANTITY



THANK YOU!
Lastly, we want to close by saying thank you to all of our clients. We appreciate the trust you place 
in us and we take our fiduciary duties to heart. Even in this unique environment we find ourselves 
in, we are right here with you — slugging it out, keeping a watchful eye on your portfolios, and 
constantly thinking about your needs. We will reach a new normal eventually and in the meantime, 
we’ll continue to strengthen as a firm. We look forward to 2022, Happy New Year! 

Brian Wrubel 
Chief Executive Officer

All firm and client statistics as of September 30, 2021. Marquette is an independent investment advisor registered under the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940, as amended. Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. More information about Marquette including our investment strategies, 
fees, and objectives can be found in our ADV Part 2, which is available upon request.

DIVERSITY INITIATIVES
We also continued to increase our firm’s diversity efforts last year and it remains a focus for our 
team going forward. Effective January 4th we have brought on Simone Newsome to head up our 
DEI implementation efforts throughout the firm. She will provide centralized support for our D&I 
committee and employee affinity groups and continue to develop and advance internal initiatives, 
training, and programming. 

As many of you may recall, we made a commitment several years ago to include at least one diverse 
candidate in every traditional equity and fixed income manager search that meets client investment 
objectives, minimum investment, and vehicle requirements. This ensures our research team is 
properly evaluating new ideas and looking to expand our diverse manager database on an ongoing 
basis. We also just held our 9th annual Investment Manager Outreach Program a few days ago and 
were pleased to share firm updates, search activity, and client requests and interests with the diverse 
asset manager community. 
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Nat Kellogg, CFA 
President, Director of Manager Search

233
diverse managers 
in our database

$16.3B+
allocated to diverse 

managers

120
client searches included 

diverse managers in 2021

340+
meetings with diverse 

managers in 2021


